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CRAN NEWSLETTER 
“ F A I T H  W I T H  D E E D S ”  O C T  &  N O V ,  2 0 1 7   

 CRAN has constructed and handed over a six unit classroom 

block to the  Anthony A. M. E. Zion Basic School in the Twifo He-

mang District in the Central Region of Ghana.  CRAN has also pre-

sented one hundred and twenty (120) school desks and a set of 

Teachers tables and desk  as well as office furniture to the 

school. The six-unit classroom block with an office and a store 

and a set of furniture was  sponsored by BINGO Environment 

Foundation Lower Saxony, Germany with support from CRAN 

Freundeskreis e. V. The facility replaces an old dilapidated school 

block which has collapsed in the course of putting up this new 

structure.  The conducive teaching environment, we believe 

would help push up academic performance of the pupils in the 

school. We are by this news, soliciting the conscience of all phi-

lanthropists across the world who are motivated by this gestures 

to also come on board as we extend same to many other deprived 

communities who are in dire need of such facilities. 

Scenes at the ceremony as the District Dir. of Edu. of Twifo Hemang, 

Lower Denkyira, Ms. Victoria Addai cuts the tape and others look on. 
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“ F A I T H  W I T H  D E E D S ”  

  

Mr. Francis Teye Kodzi who served as the Project Officer and the Coordinator of 

CRAN’s Child Education Support Scheme (CESS) has moved on. Mr. Kodzi has 

taken up the challenge to pursue a three-year Post graduate degree (PhD) in NGO 

Management in the University of Cape Coast.  Teye has served in CRAN for seven-

teen years and been one of the longest serving and hardworking staff during his 

days with CRAN. He had demonstrated through several means and initiatives that, 

he can be relied upon for decisions to be made in the absence of directives to do 

so. He had equally contributed his quota to raising the image of the organization. 

The organization in return wished him well in his studies.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Former Project Manager & CESS Coordinator 

 

TEYE MOVES ON 



P A G E  3  S E P T E M B E R  2 0 1 7  I S S U E    F A I T H  W I T H  D E E D S  

 

Mr. Richard Yaw Johnson was  duly appointed in replacement of Teye Kodzi as the 

CESS Coordinator and the Public Relations Officer (PRO) of CRAN. Richard brings to 

fore his vast leadership and human relationship skills. Richard has his first degree 

in Education and he has finished with  his taught courses in Master of Philosophy 

(MPhil)  in Administration in Higher Education from the University of Cape Coast. 

CRAN would like to congratulate Mr. Johnson on his new appointment and wish him 

the best in his new role.     

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

New PRO and CESS Coordinator  

 

 

 

 

NEW CESS COORDINATOR AND PUBLIC RELATIONS OFFICER (PRO) APPOINTED 



P A G E  4  S E P T E M B E R  2 0 1 7  I S S U E   “ F A I T H  W I T H  D E E D S ”  

You can support our work 

by sponsoring a needy child 

Email us on 

crangh@cran.org  

 

The children under the Child Education Support Scheme (CESS) pro-

gram of CRAN have demonstrated their commitment to studies as they 

are fully aware that, their educational expenses are being sponsored 

and catered for, by well meaning CRAN Freundeskreis e. V who wish to 

see them through their educational ladder to the senior high school 

level. They always remain grateful for such gestures extended to them 

to relief them and their parents and guardians from any financial chal-

lenges which may have been a stumbling block to their educational as-

pirations. The CESS children wish to take advantage of the season and 

the time to wish their proud sponsors a “MERRY CHRISTMAS & a 

PROSPEROUS NEW YEAR” in advance. They are equally thanking their 

sponsors that, they are very appreciative of all the kind provisions they 

always receive from them. On behalf of the communities, the clients, 

     

APPRECIATION 


